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Abstract. Local search is widely used to solve combinatorial optimisa-
tion problems and to model biological evolution, but the performance of
local search algorithms on different kinds of fitness landscapes is poorly
understood. Here we introduce a natural approach to modelling fitness
landscapes using valued constraints. This allows us to investigate min-
imal representations (normal forms) and to consider the effects of the
structure of the constraint graph on the tractability of local search. First,
we show that for fitness landscapes representable by binary Boolean val-
ued constraints there is a minimal necessary constraint graph that can
be easily computed. Second, we consider landscapes as equivalent if they
allow the same (improving) local search moves; we show that a minimal
normal form still exists, but is NP-hard to compute. Next we consider
the complexity of local search on fitness landscapes modelled by val-
ued constraints with restricted forms of constraint graph. In the binary
Boolean case, we prove that a tree-structured constraint graph gives a
tight quadratic bound on the number of improving moves made by any
local search; hence, any landscape that can be represented by such a
model will be tractable for local search. We build two families of ex-
amples to show that both the conditions in our tractability result are
essential. With domain size three, even just a path of binary constraints
can model a landscape with an exponentially long sequence of improving
moves. With a treewidth two constraint graph, even with a maximum
degree of three, binary Boolean constraints can model a landscape with
an exponentially long sequence of improving moves.
1 Introduction
Local search techniques are widely used to solve combinatorial optimisation
problems, and have been intensively studied since the 1980’s [1,13,14,16,20].
They have also played a central role in the theory of biological evolution, ever
since Sewall Wright [23] introduced the idea of viewing the evolution of popula-
tions of organisms as a local search process over a space of possible genotypes
with associated fitness values that became known as a “fitness landscape”.
The term fitness landscape is now used to designate any structure (A, f,N)
consisting of a set of points A, a function f defined on those points, and a
neighbourhood function N on those points, that indicates which pairs of points
are sufficiently close to be considered neighbours. A point x is said to be locally
optimal if all neighbours are non-improving (i.e. ∀y ∈ N(x) f(x) ≥ f(y)) and
globally optimal if all points are non-improving. The local search problem for a
fitness landscape is to find such a local optimum. We say the problem is solved
by a local search algorithm if the only moves allowed in the procedure are from
a point x to a point x′ with x′ ∈ N(x) and f(x′) > f(x).
Many approaches have been developed to try to distinguish fitness landscapes
where a local or global optimal point can be found efficiently by local search from
those where such optimal points cannot be found efficiently. In the 1980’s and
90’s these attempts focused on statistical measures such as correlation between
function values at various distances and various notions of ruggedness [14]. But,
by the late 90’s there were several studies highlighting the existence of fitness
landscapes that were not rugged and yet were hard to optimise. Several new ap-
proaches have been developed recently, but the performance of local search algo-
rithms on many kinds of fitness landscapes is still poorly understood [14,16,20].
An approach that has not yet been explored in any detail, is to extend the
modelling and analysis techniques recently developed for valued constraint satis-
faction problems [4,12,21,22,2,8] to analyse the computational difficulty of local
search. In this paper we begin the development of a novel approach to under-
standing fitness landscapes based on representing those landscapes as valued
constraint satisfaction problems (VCSPs), and studying the properties of the
associated constraint graphs. In Section 3, we show how to efficiently construct
a minimal representation (normal form) of fitness landscapes as VCSPs. In Sec-
tion 4, we equate all fitness landscapes that have the same improving local search
moves and show that a minimal form still exists for each equivlance class but
is, in general, NP-hard to compute. Building on these results, the VCSP rep-
resentation allows us to classify fitness landscapes in new ways, and hence to
distinguish new classes of fitness landscapes with specific properties.
Since the weighted 2-sat problem can be cast as a VCSP, finding a locally
optimal solution for an arbitrary VCSP is a complete problem for the class of
problems known as polynomial local search (PLS) [10,19,3]. This means that
for a general VCSP it is expected to be computationally intractable even to
find a local optimum by any method (not just by a local search algorithm). If
we restrict to local search algorithms, then there exist standard constructions
that produce families of fitness landscapes where every sequence of improving
moves to a local optimum from some starting points is exponentially long [19].
On such landscapes, from such points, any local-search algorithm will require an
exponentially long sequence of improving moves to reach a local optimum.
A key goal, therefore, is to identify classes of VCSPs where finding a locally
optimal solution by local search is tractable (i.e., solvable in polynomial-time).
In Section 5, we prove that fitness landscapes that can be represented by binary
Boolean VCSPs with tree-structured constraint graphs can have only quadrat-
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ically long sequences of improving moves – hence they are tractable for any
local search algorithm. This is especially useful for investigating properties of
biological evolution, as we discuss in the conclusion.
2 Background, notation, and general definitions
We will model the points, A, in our fitness landscapes as assignments to a collec-
tion of n variables, indexed by the set [n] = 1, 2, . . . , n, with domains D1, . . . , Dn.
Hence each point corresponds to a vector x ∈ D1 × · · · ×Dn. We will generally
focus on uniform domains (i.e., cases where D = D1 = · · · = Dn), where this
simplifies to x ∈ Dn. In particular, we will often be interested in Boolean do-
mains, where x ∈ {0, 1}n, so each point can be seen as a bit-vector.
The restriction of a variable assignment to some subset of variables, with
indices in a set S ⊆ [n], will be denoted x[S], so x[S] ∈ ∏j∈S Dj . To reference
the assignment to the variable at position i, we will usually write xi unless it is
ambiguous, in which case we’ll use the more general notation x[i]. If we want to
modify x by changing a single variable, say the variable at position i, to some
element b ∈ Di, then we’ll write x[i 7→ b].
Given a set of points, A, a fitness function on A is defined to be an integer-
valued function defined on A, that is, a function f : A → Z. Because we are
modelling fitness, rather than cost, we maximise our objective functions in this
paper. All results can be carried over directly to the minimisation context.
To complete the definition of a fitness landscape, we will define a neigh-
bourhood function on the set of points A to be a function N : A → 2A.
For simplicity, we will assume this function is symmetric in the sense that if
y ∈ N(x), then x ∈ N(y), and we will call such a pair x and y adjacent points.
Throughout the paper, we will focus on the case where the set of points A is the
set of assignments D1 × · · · ×Dn and N is the 1-flip neighbourhood defined
by y ∈ N(x) if and only if there is a variable position i such that xi 6= yi and
this is the only difference (i.e., ∀j 6= i xj = yj). In the case of the Boolean
domain, the graph of the function N , where the edges are the pairs of adjacent
points, is the n-dimensional hypercube.
Definition 1 ([7,6]). Given any fitness landscape (A, f,N), the correspond-
ing fitness graph G has vertex set V (G) = A and directed edge set E(G) =
{xy | y ∈ N(x) and f(y) > f(x)}.
Note that the edges of the fitness graph consist of all pairs of adjacent points
which have distinct values of the fitness function, and are oriented from the lower
value of the fitness function to the higher value; such directed edges represent
the possible moves that can be made by a local search algorithm.
A (valued) constraint with scope S ⊆ [n] is a function CS :
∏
j∈S Dj →
Z. The arity of a constraint CS is the size |S| of its scope. For unary and
binary constraints we will omit the set notation and just write Ci for C{i} or
Cij for C{i,j}. We will represent the values taken by a unary constraint Ci for
each domain element by an integer vector of length |Di|, and represent the
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values taken by a binary constraint Cij for each pair of domain elements by an
integer matrix, where xi selects the row and xj selects the column. A zero-valued
constraint (of any arity) will be denoted by 0.
Definition 2. An instance of the valued constraint satisfaction problem (VCSP)
is a set of constraints C = {CS1 , . . . , CSm}. We say that a VCSP-instance C im-
plements a fitness function f if f(x) =
∑m
k=1 CSk(x[Sk]).
The arity of a VCSP-instance is the maximum arity over its constraints; if this
maximum arity is 2, then we will call it a binary VCSP-instance. The instance-
size of a VCSP-instance is the number of bits needed to specify n, m and each
constraint.
Given any VCSP-instance C, we can take A as the set of all possible as-
signments, f as the fitness function implemented by C, and N as the 1-flip
neighbourhood, to obtain an associated fitness landscape, (A, f,N), and hence
an associated fitness graph, GC , by Definition 1. Note that the vertex set of GC
is the set of possible assignments, A, and hence is exponential in the size of
the instance, C, in general. Each binary VCSP-instance also has an associated
constraint graph, defined as follows, whose vertex set is polynomial in the size of
the instance:
Definition 3. Given any binary VCSP-instance C, the corresponding constraint
graph has vertices V (C) = [n], edges E(C) = {ij | Cij ∈ C, Cij 6= 0}, and
constraint-neighbourhood function NC(i) = {j | ij ∈ E(C)}.
3 Magnitude-equivalence
It is clear from Definition 2 that different VCSP-instances can implement the
same fitness function. Consider, the following two small VCSP-instances:
x1 x2 C∅ = 1 x1
(
0
1
)
x2
(
0
1
)(
1 2
2 3
)
vs.
Although these two instances have different constraint graphs, the fitness func-
tion they implement is [f(00), f(01), f(10), f(11)] = [1, 2, 2, 3] in both cases. We
capture this equivalence with the following definition:
Definition 4. If two VCSP-instances C1 and C2 implement the same fitness
function f , then we will say they are magnitude-equivalent.
We will show in this section that for binary Boolean VCSP-instances each equiva-
lence class of magnitude-equivalent VCSP-instances has a normal form: a unique,
minimal, and easy to compute representative member with special properties.
Definition 5. A binary Boolean VCSP-instance C is simple if every unary
constraint has Ci =
(
0
ci
)
and every binary constraint has Cij =
(
0 0
0 cij
)
.
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In drawings of constraint graphs of simple VCSP-instances we will often denote
the unary constraint
(
0
ci
)
by ci, and the binary constraint
(
0 0
0 cij
)
by cij .
We now give a direct proof of the following simplification result which is
analogous to similar results using constraint propagation in standard VCSP [5].
Theorem 1. Any binary Boolean VCSP-instance C′ can be transformed into a
unique simple VCSP-instance C that is magnitude-equivalent to C′. Moreover, C
can be constructed from C′ in linear time.
Proof. First two key observations: (1) Any unary Boolean constraint C ′i can be
rewritten as a linear function: c′i(x) = (1−xi)C ′i(0)+xiC ′i(1); and (2) any binary
Boolean constraint C ′ij can be rewritten as a multilinear polynomial of degree
2: c′ij(x) = (1− xi)(1− xj)C ′ij(0, 0) + (1− xi)xjC ′ij(0, 1) + xi(1− xj)C ′ij(1, 0) +
xixjC
′
ij(1, 1). From this, we can simplify C′ just by simplifying polynomials:
f(x) = C ′∅ +
n∑
i=1
C ′i(xi) +
∑
ij∈E(C′)
C ′ij(xi, xj) = C
′
∅ +
n∑
i=1
c′i(x) +
∑
ij∈E(C′)
c′ij(x) (1)
= C∅ +
n∑
i=1
xici +
∑
1≤i<j≤n
xixjcij (2)
where we note that the last part of Equation 1 is a sum of a constant, some
linear functions, and some multilinear polynomials of degree 2, and is thus itself
a multilinear polynomial of degree 2 (or less). Equation 2 then follows from
Equation 1 by multiplying out into monomials and then grouping the coefficients
of each similar monomial. This can be done in time linear in the number of
constraints and the number of bits needed to encode their coefficients. We note
that Equation 2 corresponds to a VCSP-Instance C comprising a null-term C∅,
unary constraints Ci =
(
0
ci
)
, and binary constraints Cij =
(
0 0
0 cij
)
. uunionsq
The next result shows that a simple VCSP-instance has the minimal constraint
graph of any binary instance that implements the same fitness function:
Theorem 2. Let C be a simple binary Boolean VCSP-instance. If the binary
Boolean VCSP-instance C′ is magnitude-equivalent to C, then E(C) ⊆ E(C′).
Proof. Let ei ∈ {0, 1}n be a variable assignment that sets the ith variable to
one, and all other variables to zero. Similarly, let eij ∈ {0, 1}n be a variable
assignment that sets the ith and jth variables to one, and all other variables to
zero. Since C implements f , we have:
f(eij)− f(ei)− f(ej) + f(0n) = cij (3)
where we take cij = 0 if ij /∈ E(C). Similarly, if C′ also implements f , we have:
f(eij)− f(ei)− f(ej) + f(0n) = C ′ij(1, 1)− C ′ij(1, 0)− C ′ij(0, 1) + C ′ij(0, 0)
If ij ∈ E(C) then cij 6= 0, so C ′ij(1, 1)− C ′ij(1, 0)− C ′ij(0, 1) + C ′ij(0, 0) 6= 0 and
hence ij ∈ E(C′). uunionsq
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4 Sign-equivalence
In the previous section we considered the equivalence class of all VCSP-instances
which implement precisely the same fitness function. However, when investigat-
ing the performance of local search algorithms, the exact values of the fitness
function are not always relevant; it may be sufficient to consider only the fitness
graph.
For example, consider a fitness function f , implemented by a VCSP-instance
C, where all fitness values are distinct, but there is at least one pair i, j of
positions with no constraint Cij . Now consider the new fitness function f
′(x) =
2f(x) +Cij(xi, xj) where Cij = [0, 0; 0, 1]. The fitness graph corresponding to f
′
is unchanged (since all fitness values given by 2f(x) differ by at least 2, every
edge is still present in the fitness graph, and no orientations are changed by
the new constraint), but we cannot eliminate this new Cij constraint without
changing the precise values of the fitness function. To capture this similarity
between f and f ′, we introduce a more abstract equivalence relation:
Definition 6. If two VCSP-instances C1 and C2 give rise to the same fitness
graph, then we will say they are sign-equivalent.
As with magnitude-equivalence, we will show that for binary Boolean VCSP-
instances it is possible to define a normal form or minimal representative member
of each equivalence class of sign-equivalent VCSP-instances with a unique min-
imal constraint graph. Unfortunately, we will see that, unlike the situation for
magnitude-equivalence, this minimum sign-equivalent constraint-graph is NP-
hard to compute.
Definition 7. In a Boolean fitness graph G with vertex set {0, 1}n, we will say
that i sign-depends on j if there exists an assignment x ∈ {0, 1}n such that:
xx[i 7→ xi] ∈ E(G) but x[j 7→ xj ]x[i 7→ xi, j 7→ xj ] 6∈ E(G) (4)
Note that i sign-depends on j if and only if, for any fitness function f that
corresponds to the fitness graph G, there exists x ∈ {0, 1}n such that:
sgn(f(x[i 7→ xi])− f(x)) 6= sgn(f(x[i 7→ xi, j 7→ xj ])− f(x[j 7→ xj ])). (5)
We will say that i and j sign-interact if i sign-depends on j or j sign-depends
on i (or both). If i and j do not sign-interact then we will say that they are
sign-independent.
Definition 8. A simple binary Boolean VCSP-instance C with associated fitness
graph GC is called trim if for all ij ∈ E(C), i and j sign-interact in GC.
Our sign-equivalent analog of Theorem 1 guarantees a normal form:
Theorem 3. Any simple binary Boolean VCSP-instance C′ can be transformed
into a trim VCSP-instance C that is sign-equivalent to C′.
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To prove Theorem 3 we now establish two propositions: Proposition 1 connects
the magnitude of constraints with their effect on fitness graphs, and Proposition 2
connects the magnitude of constraints to sign-interaction.
Proposition 1. Given a simple binary Boolean VCSP-instance C implementing
a fitness function f , if removing the constraint Cij changes the corresponding
fitness graph, then for at least one k ∈ {i, j} there exists some x ∈ {0, 1}n with
xi = xj = 1 such that:
cij ≥ f(x)− f(x[k 7→ 0]) > 0 or cij ≤ f(x)− f(x[k 7→ 0]) < 0 (6)
Proof. Without loss of generality (by swapping i and j in the variable numbering
if necessary), we can suppose that k = i. Consider two cases:
Case 1 (cij > 0): If removing Cij changes the fitness graph, then there exists
some x ∈ {0, 1}n with xi = xj = 1 such that:
f(x) > f(x[i 7→ 0]) but f(x)− cij ≤ f(x[i 7→ 0]). (7)
We can re-arrange Equation 7 to get cij ≥ f(x)− f(x[i 7→ 0]) > 0
Case 2 (cij < 0): This is the same as case 1, except that the direction of the
inequalities in Equation 7 are reversed. uunionsq
Proposition 2. Given a simple binary Boolean VCSP-instance C implementing
a fitness function f , if there exists a constraint Cij in C, some assignment x ∈
{0, 1}n with xi = xj = 1, and some k ∈ {i, j} such that:
cij ≥ f(x)− f(x[k 7→ 0]) > 0 or cij ≤ f(x)− f(x[k 7→ 0]) < 0 (8)
then i sign-depends on j in the associated fitness graph GC.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1, we can suppose that k = i (by swapping
i and j in the variable numbering if necessary). Also, as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1, the case for cij < 0 is symmetric (by flipping the direction of inequalities)
to cij > 0. Thus, we will just consider the case where k = i and cij > 0:
Given that Equation 8 tells us that f(x) > f(x[i 7→ 0]) (i.e., that x[i 7→ 0]x ∈
E(GC)), to establish that i sign-depends on j per Definition 7, we need to show
that f(x[j 7→ 0]) ≤ f(x[i 7→ 0, j 7→ 0]) (i.e., that x[i 7→ 0, j 7→ 0]x[j 7→ 0] 6∈
E(GC)). So, let us look at the difference of the latter:
f(x[j 7→ 0])− f(x[i 7→ 0, j 7→ 0]) = f(x)− f(x[i 7→ 0])− cij ≤ 0 (9)
where the equality follows from Definition 2 (C implements f) and Definition 5
(C is simple), and the inequality follows from the first part of Equation 8. uunionsq
Proof (of Theorem 3). Note that Equations 6 and 8 specify the same con-
ditions, hence the negation of this condition can be used to glue together the
contrapositives of Proposition 2 (if i and j are sign-independent then Equation 6
does not hold) and Proposition 1 (if Equation 8 does not hold then C ′ij can be
removed from C′ without changing the corresponding fitness graph). So we can
convert C′ to a trim VCSP-instance that is sign-equivalent to C′ by simply re-
moving all C ′ij ∈ C′ where i and j are sign-independent in the associated fitness
graph GC′ . uunionsq
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The next result is the sign-equivalence analog of Theorem 2. It shows that
a trim VCSP-instance has the minimal constraint graph of any binary instance
with the same associated fitness graph.
Theorem 4. Let C be a trim binary Boolean VCSP-instance. If the binary
Boolean VCSP-instance C′ is sign-equivalent to C, then E(C) ⊆ E(C′).
To prove Theorem 4, we just need to show that constraints between sign-interacting
positions cannot be removed while preserving sign-equivalence. That is, we just
need the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Let C be a binary Boolean VCSP-instance with associated fit-
ness graph GC. If i, j sign-interact in GC, then the constraint Cij in C is non-zero.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that we have an edge in GC from
x[i 7→ xi] to x. Thus, the fitness function f implemented by C must satisfy the
following two inequalities:
f(x) > f(x[i 7→ xi]) and f(x[j 7→ xj ]) ≤ f(x[i 7→ xi, j 7→ xj ]) (10)
Define gi(xi) = Ci(xi) +
∑
k 6=j Cik(xi, xk) and similarly for gj . Also let Kij(x)
be the part of f independent of xi, xj : i.e., f(x) = Kij(x) + gi(xi) + gj(xj) +
Cij(xi, xj). Rewriting (and simplifying) the two parts of Equation 10, we get:
gi(xi) + Cij(xi, xj) > gi(xi) + Cij(xi, xj) (11)
gi(xi) + Cij(xi, xj) ≤ gi(xi) + Cij(xi, xj) (12)
These equations can be rotated to sandwich the gi terms:
Cij(xi, xj)− Cij(xi, xj) > gi(xi)− gi(xi) ≥ Cij(xi, xj)− Cij(xi, xj) (13)
which simplifies to Cij(xi, xj)−Cij(xi, xj) > Cij(xi, xj)−Cij(xi, xj) and – due
to the strict inequality – establishes that Cij is non-zero. uunionsq
However, unlike with magnitude-equivalence, it is NP-hard to determine a
minimal sign-equivalent VCSP-instance, as the next result shows:
Theorem 5. The problem of deciding whether i and j sign-interact in a given
simple binary Boolean VCSP-instance is NP-complete.
Proof. To see that this problem is in NP, note that we can provide a variable
assignment x as a certificate and check that under that variable assignment
either i sign-depends on j or j sign-depends on i (or both).
We will establish NP-hardness by reduction from the SubsetSum problem,
which is known to be NP-complete [9]: A set of integers {s1, . . . , sn} and a target
t is a yes-instance of the SubsetSum problem if there exists some subset S ⊆ [n]
such that
∑
i∈S si = t.
Now consider a simple binary Boolean VCSP-instance C on n+ 2 variables,
that implements fitness function f and has associated fitness graph GC , whose
constraint graph has the shape of a star, with central variable position n+ 2:
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x1
1
x2
1
· · · xn−1
1
xn
1
xn+2
−(3t+ 1)
xn+1
1
3s23s1 3sn−1 3sn
2
Claim: 〈{s1, . . . , sn}, t〉 is a yes-instance of SubsetSum if and only if n+ 1 and
n+ 2 sign-interact.
We clearly have that for all x ∈ {0, 1}n+2, f(x[n + 1 7→ 1]) > f(x[n + 1 7→ 0]),
so n + 1 does not sign-depend on n + 2. Thus our claim becomes equivalent to
verifying the conditions under which n+ 2 sign-depends on n+ 1. Let’s look at
the two directions of the if and only if in the claim:
Case 1 (⇒): If 〈{s1, . . . , sn}, t〉 ∈ SubsetSum, then there is a subset S ⊆ [n]
such that
∑
i∈S si = t. Let eS ∈ {0, 1}n be the variable assignment such that for
any i ∈ S, eS [i] = 1 and for any j 6∈ S, eS [j] = 0. We have that:
f(eS01) = |S| − 1 f(eS11) = |S|+ 2
f(eS00) = |S| f(eS10) = |S|+ 1
By Equation 5, these imply that n+ 2 sign-depends on n+ 1.
Case 2 (⇐): If 〈{s1, . . . , sn}, t〉 6∈ SubsetSum, then for any S ⊆ [n]
we either have
∑
i∈S si ≤ t − 1 or
∑
i∈S si ≥ t + 1. Thus, given an arbitrary
assignment eS ∈ {0, 1} we have two subcases:
If
∑
i∈S
si ≤ t− 1 then: Or, if
∑
i∈S
si ≥ t− 1 then:
f(eS01)− f(eS00) ≤ −4 f(eS01)− f(eS00) ≥ 2
f(eS11)− f(eS10) ≤ −2 f(eS11)− f(eS10) ≥ 4
In either subcase, sgn(f(eS01)−f(eS00)) = sgn(f(eS11)−f(eS10)), so by Equa-
tion 5, n+ 2 does not sign-depend on n+ 1. uunionsq
5 Tree-structured Boolean VCSP-instances
In this section, we will prove the following:
Theorem 6. For a binary Boolean VCSP instance C on n variables, if the
constraint-graph of C is a tree, then any directed path in the associated fitness
graph GC has length at most
(
n
2
)
+ n.
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Note that this result bounds the length of any directed path in GC , not just
the path taken by a particular local-search algorithm. Thus, on such landscapes
even choosing the worst possible sequence of improving moves results in a local
optimum being found in polynomial time.
We will show in Section 6 that the conditions of being Boolean and tree-
structured are essential to obtain a polynomial bound on the length of all paths.
To see that the bound in Theorem 6 is the best possible for binary Boolean
tree-structured VCSP-instances, consider the example below:
Example 1. (Path of length
(
n
2
)
+ n) Consider the following binary Boolean
VCSP-instance C:
x1 x2 x3 · · · xn
(
0
n
)(
1 0
0 1
) (
2 0
0 2
) (
3 0
0 3
) (
n− 1 0
0 n− 1
)
To obtain a path of length
(
n
2
)
+n in the corresponding fitness graph GC , consider
an initial variable assignment of x = (10)
n
2 if n is even and x = 0(10)
n−1
2 if n is
odd, and always select the leftmost variable that is able to flip. This will increase
the fitness by 1 at each step, starting from 0 to
(
n
2
)
+ n.
For example, when n = 4, this gives the following sequence of 11 assignments,
each of which increases the value of the fitness function by 1:
0101→1101→1001→0001→0011→0111→1111→1110→1100→1000→0000 (14)
For the proof of Theorem 6, we introduce some further definitions.
Definition 9. Given any directed path p = x1 . . . xt . . . xT in a fitness graph G,
define the flip function as m(t) = (i 7→ b) where xt+1 ⊕ xt = ei and b = xt+1i
(i.e., the i-th variable is flipped at time t to value b).
For illustration, consider the sequence of moves listed in Equation 14 of Exam-
ple 1. It corresponds to the following flip function:
t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
m(t) 1 7→ 1 2 7→ 0 1 7→ 0 3 7→ 1 2 7→ 1 1 7→ 1 4 7→ 0 3 7→ 0 2 7→ 0 1 7→ 0
To obtain the bound on the length of paths given in Theorem 6, we will identify
a structure in the flip function, to bound the maximum possible value for T .
Definition 10. We say that a flip m(t′) = (j 7→ c) supports a flip m(t) =
(i 7→ b) if t′ < t and Cij(b, c) − Cij(b, c) > Cij(b, c) − Cij(b, c); if xtj = c, then
the support is said to be strong.
It is useful to note that the inequality on Cij is symmetric in the sense that:
Cij(b, c)− Cij(b, c) > Cij(b, c)− Cij(b, c)
⇔ Cij(b, c)− Cij(b, c) > Cij(b, c)− Cij(b, c)
⇔ Cji(c, b)− Cji(c, b) > Cji(c, b)− Cji(c, b)
(15)
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Definition 11. Given a binary Boolean VCSP-instance C implementing fitness
function f , the fitness contribution of the variable at position i in assignment
x, restricted to S ⊆ [n] is defined to be:
fSi (b|x) =
{
Ci(b) if i ∈ S
0 otherwise
}
+
∑
j∈NC(i)∩S
Cij(b, xj) (16)
if S = [n] then we just write fi rather than f
[n]
i .
Note that for any path p in G, if m(t) = (i 7→ b) then fi(b|xt) > fi(b|xt).
We now introduce an encouragement relation between a flip and its most
recent strong supporting flip, if there is one:
Definition 12. We say that a flip m(t) = (i 7→ b) is encouraged by its most
recent strong supporting flip m(t′) = (j 7→ c), and write (t′, j 7→ c)← (t, i 7→ b).
If there are no strong supporting flips, then we say that a flip m(t) = (i 7→ b)
is courageous, and write ⊥ ← (t, i 7→ b).
Note that if (t′, j 7→ c)← (t, i 7→ b), then t′ < t and i ∈ NC(j).
For illustration, consider the sequence of moves listed in Equation 14 of Ex-
ample 1. It corresponds to the following encouragement graph:
⊥ ← (1, 1 7→ 1) ⊥ ← (2, 2 7→ 0) ← (3, 1 7→ 0)
⊥ ← (4, 3 7→ 1)← (5, 2 7→ 1)← (6, 1 7→ 1)
⊥ ← (7, 4 7→ 0)← (8, 3 7→ 0)← (9, 2 7→ 0)← (10, 1 7→ 0)
Proposition 4. If (t1, j 7→ c) ← (t2, i 7→ b) (or if ⊥ ← (t2, i 7→ b), set t1 = 0)
then for all t1 < t
′ ≤ t2 we have fi(b|xt′)− fi(b|xt′) ≥ fi(b|xt2)− fi(b|xt2) > 0.
Proof. Define the set of temporary supports Sw as the set of positions of flips
after t1 that supported (t2, i 7→ b) but weren’t strong (i.e., they were flipped
back by the time we got to t2: for supportive (t
′′, k 7→ a) with t′′ > t1 we have
k ∈ Sw ⇒ a 6= xt2 [k]).
Consider any flip m(t′) = (k 7→ a) for t′ ∈ [t1 + 1, t2 − 1]. Since it either
didn’t support (t2, i 7→ b) (and so had Cij(b, a)−Cij(b, a) ≤ Cij(b, a)−Cij(b, a)
by Equation 15) or was a temporary support, we have that:
f
[n]−Sw
i (b|xt
′+1)− f [n]−Swi (b|xt
′+1) ≤ f [n]−Swi (b|xt
′
)− f [n]−Swi (b|xt
′
) (17)
Thus δi(t
′) = f [n]−Swi (b|xt
′
) − f [n]−Swi (b|xt
′
) is monotonically non-increasing in
t′ over the time interval [t1 + 1, t2]. So:
f
[n]−Sw
i (b|xt
′
)− f [n]−Swi (b|xt
′
) ≥ f [n]−Swi (b|xt2)− f [n]−Swi (b|xt2) (18)
Since every position k ∈ Sw supported (t2, i 7→ b) but is absent in xt2 ,
we must have fSwi (b|xt2) − fSwi (b|xt2) ≤ fSwi (b|xt
′
) − fSwi (b|xt
′
). Noting that
fi = f
[n]−Sw
i + f
Sw
i then lets us combine this with Equation 18 (and the fact
that fi(b|xt2) > fi(b|xt2)) to complete the proposition. uunionsq
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By Definition 12, each flip can only be encouraged by at most one other flip,
so each node in the encouragement graph has out-degree at most one. Directed
graphs where each vertex has at most one parent are forests, so the encourage-
ment graph is a forest. This forest has a component for each courageous flip, and
we will now show that there are at most n of these:
Proposition 5. At each variable position i, only the first flip can be courageous.
Proof. Consider a courageous flip ⊥ ← (t, i 7→ b), by Proposition 4, we know
that for all t′ < t: fi(b|xt′)− fi(b|xt′) ≥ fi(b|xt)− fi(b|xt) > 0 Thus, there is no
time t′ ≤ t such that i could have flipped to b: hence i was always at b for t′ ≤ t.
So the courageous flip had to be the first flip at that position. uunionsq
We will now prove that an encouragement tree cannot double-back on itself in
position (Proposition 6), and that every branch is a branch in position (Propo-
sition 7). When the constraint graph is itself a tree, this will imply that each
tree in the encouragement forest is a sub-tree of the constraint graph.
Proposition 6. If (t1, i 7→ a)← (t2, j 7→ b)← (t3, k 7→ c) then i 6= k
Proof. Since (t1, i 7→ a) strongly supported (t2, j 7→ b), we have xt2i = a. If,
for the sake of contradiction, we assume that i = k then a = c (because if we
had c = a then the two encouragements would force a contradiction via clashing
Equations 15) and by Proposition 4: fi(a|xt′)−fi(a|xt′) ≥ fi(a|xt3)−fi(a|xt3) ≥
0 for all t2 < t
′ ≤ t3. But this means that i cannot be flipped to a and thus
m(t3) = (i, a) is not a legal flip. This is a contradiction and so i 6= k. uunionsq
Proposition 7. For all i, j and t1 < t2 ≤ t3: if (t1, i 7→ a) ← (t2, j 7→ b) and
(t1, i 7→ a)← (t3, j 7→ c), then t2 = t3.
Proof. From Proposition 4, we can see that for all t′ ∈ [t1 + 1, t3], fj(c|xt′) −
fj(c|xt′) > 0, so b = c and j couldn’t have flipped from c to c between t2 and t3.
Thus, for (t2, j 7→ c) to be a legal flip, we must have t2 = t3. uunionsq
Now, if we look along the arrows then each flip in p is the start of a path of
encouraged-by links that ends at one of the n courageous flips.
One final case to exclude is that there might be two encouragement paths
that go in the opposite direction over the same positions. This cannot happen:
Proposition 8. Having both of the following encouragement paths is impossible:
⊥ ← (t1, i1 7→ b1)← (t2, i2 7→ b2) ← · · · ← (tm, im 7→ bm) (19)
⊥ ← (sm, im 7→ cm)← (sm−1, im−1 7→ cm−1) ← · · · ← (s1, i1 7→ c1) (20)
Proof. Without loss of generality (by relabeling), we can assume that t1 < s1.
We can extend this with the following claim:
Claim: If tk < sk then tk+1 < sk+1
Since (tk, ik 7→ bk) ← (tk+1, ik+1 7→ bk+1), we have, for all t ∈ [tk +
1, tk+1], x
t[ik] = bk. Thus we can’t have ik flipping in that interval, so sk > tk+1.
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But now look at (sk+1, ik+1 7→ ck+1) ← (sk, ik 7→ ck). This shows that we
also have, for all t′ ∈ [sk+1 + 1, sk], xt′ [ik+1] = ck+1. So for both flips at ik+1 to
happen, we need sk+1 > tk+1.
Applying the claim repeatedly gets us tm < sm. But this means that im flipped
before m(sm), so by Proposition 5 (sm, im 7→ cm) could not have been coura-
geous. uunionsq
Proof (of Theorem 6). Consider any path p in the fitness graph, and its cor-
responding flip function m. By the completeness of Definition 12, we know that
every flip must have been either courageous or encouraged.
Any encouraged flip is the end-point of a unique (non-zero length) encour-
agement path in the constraint graph starting from some courageous flip (where
Proposition 6 established that they’re encouragement paths, not walks; and
Proposition 7 established that the encouragement paths are uniquely determined
by the variable positions that they pass through.) From Proposition 8, we know
that there cannot be two encouragement paths that traverse the same positions
but in opposite directions. Thus, there can only be as many non-zero-length
encouragement paths as undirected paths in our constraint graph. Since our
constraint graph is a tree, an undirected non-zero length path is uniquely deter-
mined by its pair of endpoints. Thus, there are at most
(
n
2
)
of these paths.
From Proposition 5, there are at most n courageous flips (encouragement
paths of length 0). Thus, our path p must have length at most n+
(
n
2
)
. uunionsq
6 Long paths in landscapes with simple constraint graphs
In this section we show that the conditions in Theorem 6 are essential. We exhibit
binary VCSP-instances with very simple constraint graphs where the associated
fitness graphs have exponentially-long directed paths.
Example 2. (Domain size 3) Consider a binary VCSP-instance C, with vari-
ables xn, xn−1,, . . . , x2, x1, x0, and constraints {Cn,n−1, . . . , C32, C21, C10} over
the uniform domain D = {0, 1,B}, where each constraint Cij is represented by
the following matrix:
Cij = 3
i−1
1 2 32 3 1
3 1 2

Even though the constraint graph of C is just a path of length n, we now show the
corresponding fitness graph, GC , contains a directed path of exponential length.
Notice that given two natural numbers M,M ′ < 2n written in binary as xM ,
xM
′ ∈ {0, 1}n with the least significant digit as x0, we have that if M ′ > M then
f(M ′) > f(M). Thus, counting up in binary from 0n+1 to 01n is monotonically
increasing in fitness. However, xM+1 is often more than a single flip away from
xM (consider the transition from xM = 01n for an extreme example). We handle
these multi-flip cases with our third domain value, B, as follows: (1) given xM =
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y01k where y ∈ {0, 1}n−k, we proceed to replace the 1s in the right-most block
of 1s by B, starting from xMk−1 and moving to the right; (2) from y0Bk we can
take a 1-flip to y1Bk (regardless of y0 = 0 or 1); (3) from x′ = y1Bk, we replace
the Bs by 0s, starting from the rightmost B (i.e., x′0) and moving to the left.
This lets our sequence of moves count in binary from 0n+1 to 01n, while using
extra steps with Bs to make sure all transitions are improving 1-flips; thus, this
path in the fitness graph has a length greater than 2n.
Our final example is a binary Boolean VCSP where the constraint graph has
tree-width two and maximum degree three, but the associated fitness graph
contains an exponentially long directed path. This example is a simplified and
corrected version of a similar example for the Max-Cut problem, described by
Monien and Tscheuschner [15]. Note, however, that by allowing general valued
constraints, instead of just Max-Cut constraints, we are able to reduce the
required maximum degree from 4 to 3.
Example 3. (Tree-width 2) Consider a binary Boolean VCSP-instance C with
n = 4K + 1 variables. The constraint graph contains a sequence of disjoint
cycles of length four, linked together by a single additional edge joining each
consecutive pair of cycles. The final cycle is replaced by a single variable xn
with unary constraint
(
0
−wK
)
. Hence the constraint graph of C has maximum
degree three and treewidth two. The i-th cycle (for 0 ≤ i ≤ K − 1) has the
following constraints (where the wi values are defined recursively with w0 = 0):
· · ·x4i+1
x4i+2
x4i+4
x4i+3
· · ·
(2wi + 2)
(
0 0
0 1
)
(wi + 1)
(
1 0
0 1
)
wi
(
1 0
0 1
)
(2wi + 4)
(
1 0
0 1
)
(2wi + 3)
(
1 0
0 1
)
(3wi + 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
wi+1
)
(
1 0
0 1
)
To begin the long path all variables are assigned 0, except xn = 1. The path will
proceed by always flipping variables in the smallest 4-cycle block possible.
Within each 4-cycle block, let us write the 4 variables by decreasing index as
x4i+4x4i+3x4i+2x4i+1. We will make the following transitions within each cycle: if
x4(i+1)+1 = 1 then we’ll transition 0000→ 1000→ 1001→ 1101; if x4(i+1)+1 = 0
then we’ll transition 1101 → 0101 → 0100 → 0110 → 0010 → 0011 → 0001 →
0000. Every time that x4i+1 is flipped from 0 to 1 or vice versa, we’ll recurse to
the (i− 1)th cycle. Because x4i+1 ends up flipping from 1 to 0 twice as often as
x4(i+1)+1, this means that we double the number of flips in each cycle. Variable
xn will flip once, from 1 to 0, due to the unary constraint, which will cause
x4(K−1)+1 to flip twice from 1 to 0, which will cause x4(K−2)+1 to flip four times
from 1 to 0, and so on, until eventually this will cause x1 to flip 2
K times from
1 to 0. Hence we have an improving path of length greater than 2K .
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7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered the broad class of fitness landscapes that can
be modelled as arising from the combined effect of simple interactions of a few
variables, where each of these interactions is described by an arbitrary valued
constraint. Modelling fitness landscapes in this way allows us to classify them
in new ways: for example by identifying a minimal constraint graph, and then
characterising properties of this constraint graph.
We have shown that when a fitness landscape over Boolean variables has
a (minimal) constraint graph that is tree-structured, then finding a local opti-
mum by any local search algorithm takes only polynomial time. However, over a
slightly larger domain, or allowing even slightly more general constraint graphs,
we have shown examples where some local search algorithms can take exponen-
tial time to find even a local optimum.
Focusing on the maximum length of improving paths in a fitness graph, rather
than the run-time of a particular local search algorithm, lets us use our results
in settings where the details of the local search algorithm are unknown or highly
contingent.
The most notable example of this is in modeling biological evolution. In the
context of a model of biological evolution, each variable assignment represents
the values of the alleles at a sequence of genetic loci. The constraint graph can
then be interpreted as a gene-interaction network. The notion of sign-interaction
that is central to Section 4 is based on the biological idea of sign-epistasis that
is central to the analysis of evolutionary dynamics [17,18,6,11]. In such a model,
different local search algorithms correspond to the evolutionary dynamics of
populations with different sizes and structures [11]. Since the details of these
population structures, and thus the precise evolutionary dynamics, are often
unknown (or even potentially unknowable in historic cases), it is very helpful to
be able to reason over wide classes of local search algorithms, as we do here.
In settings where locally optimal assignments cannot be efficiently found by
any local search algorithm, the computational complexity and the combinatorial
structure of the fitness graph can be viewed as an ultimate constraint, that
prevents evolution from stabilizing at a local fitness peak [11]; such cases will
give rise to open-ended evolution. By identifying which families of constraint
graphs lead to intractable local search problems, we can therefore classify which
forms of gene-interaction network enable open-ended evolution.
Beyond the context of biological evolution, we also believe that the tools
for classifying fitness landscapes that we have begun to develop here will allow
considerable further progress, and may eventually help to shed more light on the
question of why local search algorithms can be extremely effective in practice.
Another possible research direction is to use the analysis of constraint graphs
and encouragement graphs to design more effective local search algorithms.
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